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JAPANESE RAIN SONG

Where afar the white Meccano
Her high peak aloft doth throw,
There the rain falls ever downward,
Downward, ever falls the snow.

Ev'n as endless as the rainfall
And the snow her heav'ns renew,
Is my endless love and longing,
Since my eyes have gazed on you.
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JAPANISCHES REGENLIED

Wo ich ferne des Mikane
Hohen Gipfel ragen seh',
Fällt der Regen endlos nieder,
Nieder endlos fällt der Schnee.

Ganz so endlos wie der Regen
Und der Schnee vom Himmel taut,
Ist auch endlos meine Liebe,
Seit ich dich zuerst erschaut.
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peak a-loft doth throw, There the rain falls

ever downward, Downward ever
cresc.
furls the snow.

Even as endless as the rainfall, And the snow her

Heavens renew, Is my endless love and longing. Sincere

eyes have gazed on you.
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9836 THE VIOLET
9837 SILKEN SHOES
9738 IRMELIN
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9826 THREE ANGELS WERE SINGING
9827 WHERE THE SHINING TRUMPETS ARE BLOWING
9828 UP THERE ON THE HILL
9829 RHINE LEGEND
9830 PRIMEVAL LIGHT
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9831 SONG OF ST. MARY
9832 A MAIDEN'S LONGING
9833 JAPANESE RAIN SONG
9834 IF LOVE HATH ENTERED THY HEART
9835 THE ELVES
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9822 THE DYING CHILD OP. 2353
9823 ALONE OP. 31/1
9824 NEVER TELL OP. 43/2
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9839 AFTER SUNSET
9840 POSSESSION
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